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I
INTRODUOTIOJ
During the

few years, the writer has become interested in

making an effective evangelistic approach to informed adherents of
Japanese Jwldhism..

It has been observed that far too often, there are
frustrated because of an inability to

pastors and Christian
present the

of the Gospel to the Japanese

were much influenced

It has been the conviction of this writer as he has worked

by :Buddhism.

in Japanese

we

e~liem

as a crusader of the Oriental Missionar,y Sooiet,y

oupaign in Japan, and later as a student pastor in a small church, that
aey measure of

e~lioal

woceae oomes as a rewl t of teaching them a

comparison between the Japanese Buddhist and the evangelical Christian
doctrines of sa.l'Yl!i\tion. 1'he writer also became aware of the need for such
a stud;r while preaching the Goepel to

~brides,

and students in a Bible class which was

Portland,

~n.

the

seamen,

every other !ueeda.y in

With this in mind, the writer

determine how to preach the Gospel to them more ef'fectively by

to
wJJrava;ruJ:g

the Japanese Buddhism with Christ1an1b' from the salva.tion point of view.

Statement

!! .!!!! f!!blelll•

The purpose of this thesis is to

compare the e~lioal Chrietb.n. doctrine of salvation with that of the

Ja.pa.ttese Buddhism.

Justification
tive stud;r o.f

f.!!E. !9.!. .S.tus!z• The writer believes that a compara-

e~lical

Ohristiani

people, who were brought

and Japanese Bwldhie will be
o~

especiaJ.l;r w.lua.ble .for aseisti.ng
J'&p&nEUilie

v

Buddhists, but also the
of

up

Buddhism,

to reach an tmderstanding of the easenoe at evangelical Ohristiani ty.
Jlor this pt.trpose,
.from the point of view

Ohrl.s'tiani ty have been considered
salvation and the ultima.te hope which it extends

fhis emphasis on salvation is congenial to the a"Dcu0iora1i;..,.

to its adherents.

the investigation.
'rho writer .feels that the great
swU~.\.U..u.so. .

in most l>"'rks on Japanese

is that th97 do not make a oonsiatent attempt to

'between the concept of aalvat ion taught by its
Ohrietianity.

attempt

and that of

been

the distinction explicit

in this stuq.
14:!~~ Uons

2!.

limits to this atud;y'.
· 1a

the Stugz. It

neoessaey

The onl;r fora of Buddhism.

various

will be oondd.ered

Japanese Buddhism of the type found in the Shin, the Zen, and the

IUehire:n sects.

These three

of their

haw been

tend to bring out the various aspects of Japanese Buddhist teacb.ing oYer
which the ditterences between sects chiefly ariae.
study has

confined to a oonsideration of doctrines

related. to the concepts. or Alvation offered
e~lica.l

Christianity.

Japaneae

and by

evangelical Christianity here presented is

limited to the doctrines of the

the superstitious beliefs and practices of the common people are outside
its scope.

limited to

The study

form.
II •

both
the

point of view.

DEFIIUTIO:IS OF

of

The Shin.seot.
which are also

to as

as Shin Buddhism.
Shin sect

means literally, meditation.
of

It

by the

niohi

hon,

means li tera.lly 11

scriptures.•

1T.
Jaaa.nese
Protestant Publishing Co., 1957) ,~~~
2
Ibid., P• 151.

4
EVangelical Christianitz.

As used in this thesis, it

is Biblioal Christianity as expressed in the Wesleyan-Arminian theology on God, Man, Sin and Salvation.

In

this thesis, the doctrine

of salvation by repentance and faith in Jesus Christ is chiefly used
as the concept of true salvation.
III.

ASSUMPTIONS

It has been assumed that the basis of evangelical Christian
doctrine is the Bible, the inspired Word of God; that this Word of God
is the final authority in all matters of salvation, life, &ld conduct.
The doctrine of salvation of evangelical Christianity here presented is
based on the Wesleyan-Arminian theology. It is also assumed that the
doctrine of salvation is based on the theology of authoritative representatives such as John Wesley and H. Orton Wiley.

It is assumed that

the doctrine of salvation of Buddhism is based on the theology of three
main authorities, Mr. Seizo Inagaki as the representative of the Shin
sect, Mr. Daisetsu Suzuki as the representative of the Zen sect, and Yw.
Masaharu Anesaki as the representative of the Nichiren sect.
IV.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

Material for this study has been gathered largely from the
library resources of the Western Evangelical Seminary, and from the
Multnomah County Central Library of Portland, Oregon. Also deep
appreciation is expressed for the material that was made available to

5
the writer from the private libraries of the faculty of the Western
Evangelical Seminary, and Dr. Mildred B.
Theological Seminary, Tokyo, Japan.

\~oop

of the Nazarene

Additional material was taken from

the writer's own personal library.
The method of prooedure followed was to read through pertinent
material in order to gather the information contributing to this field
of study.
In order to know the general history of the Christianity in
Japan, an investigation was made which is reported in Chapter II. Chapter
III gives a survey of the Japanese Buddhism from the historical point of
view.

Chapter

salvation.
~e

deals with the evangelical Christian doctrines of

In Chapter V, the Japanese Buddhist doctrines of salvation

discussed.

Chapter VI.

fv

An objective comparison of both religions is the theme of

A summary of the entire study, and the writer's conclusions

are presented in Chapter VII.

A bibliography, containing references to

all books, follows at the end.

The first appendix shows the case study

of Rev. Ryoun Kamegai who was converted from the Shin Buddhism to Chrietiani ty, and is now working as a Christian minister of a local church in
Toyama-city, Japan.
into this thesis.

The writer got his permission to put all his testimony
This is a living testimony both to Christians and

Buddhists who want to know the nature of Christianity and Buddhism.
more appendices were also added for the reader to
of Japanese history,

underste~d

Four

{1) a survey

{2) Japanese terms which are commonly used, {3)

a Word List related to this thesis, and (4) a comparative summary of Christianity and Buddhism.

CILLI.PTER II

HISTORY OF OHRISTIANITY IN
I.

JAPAl~

EARLY ClffiiSTlANITY IN. JAPA!f

Japan's first direct contact

i>li th

Christia.ni ty was in 1549 when

Francis Xavier, accompanied by two other Spanish Jesuits, arrived in
1
Kagoshima, the southernmost prefecture on the island of Kushu.
They
and subsequent missionary groups were allowed to preach freely and soon
made some converts; but this tolerance of the new religion seems to have
stemmed not so much from an eager embracing of Christian tenets as from
a mistaken belief on the part of the Japanese that, because of certain
similarities in ritual, it was another of many sects in Buddhism, and
also from the fact that the missionaries were invariably accompanied by
traders with exotic commodities.

Numerous local lords encouraged the

propagation of Christianity in their fields end ordered their people
to treat the missionaries with respect.

Sometimes, when no ships or

traders came, these lords ordered their fiefs to revert to their former
faith.

What few voluntary converts the

mission~es

were able to make

were people :pf the lower classes to whom charity and medical care had been
extended.

Xavier had realized that the patronage of the imperial eourt

would sway the people to this new religion, Christianity, and had proceeded to
1Johannes Laures, The Catholic Church h Japan, (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1954), P• 11.

1
factions contending for
powerr but he vas unable to see

of consequence.

Xavier left

Japan in 1552. 2

were impresaed lzy- the learning and the striking appearance of the mis•
sionaries.

Their influence was vigorously opposed by the Buddhist

priests, who were then all-powerful and lrJho meddled in secular affairs,
until the missionaries were received by Oda Nobunaga., the first of three
g.reat leaders who succeeded in uniting Japan.
of a campaign to break the
took kindly to this new

of .the Buddhist monasteries in KYoto,

doot~ine,

avenues for foreign trade.

Nobu.na.ga, then in the midst

Be was

Under his patronage, the Christian faith

1582, there were said to be 80 missionaries and a total of 1 ;o,ooo

oonverts.3
Toyotomi .Hideyoshi, who came to power
in 1582J and who continued. to fs.vor Christianity, but not for long. 4
In 1587 1 he suddenly issued an edict banning the missionE>.riee from Japan 9 5

2

; ~··

P• 16.

4JJ>.i£l.,

P• 112.

Ibid., P• 111.

5

!l!!!·· P•

113.

8

politioal
come to

6

6

and

the

of

in

an ed:tct ,,m.ich

oonvert~S. 7

held to their faith
it.

---------------6
w.

I.

Company, 1955),
'{

ll!!i•,

P• 150•

Some

them

into

•

•

9

Japan at a, time when · discovery meant a .crv..el death •
. ~igt.u-es are

~vaila.ble \3-S

Just as no reliable

to the nv.It1ber of Ohristie.ns in Ja:pe.n during the

first quarter .of . the seventeenth .eentury (they ·vs:cy from

;oo,ooo

to

750,000); .so there are no aecura.t~ fi . u.res ·on · ·hb.e munber of ma:t:"tyr~ who

went to their deaths.

8

But thousand.a of co::werts, for ·the most part

peasantsj died f or their belief.

The most specta cular ·event at this

timep one 1rlhich was the immediate reason for closing Japan to the uorJ.d,
was · the upris:i,ng of Octol;)er 1637, ,.men several thousand Ohris.tians on
:~he ,

island of

Amaku.se. ~ and

on t he Shimabara Peninsula, near Nagasaki, rose

u:p in arms aga..inat :pereecution and held out :fof' months · in siege against
the forces

s~nt

to subdue them, surrendering e arly in .1638 .• 9

30,000 converts,· includine . ~men and childxoen, . were massacred .

Over
10

Tb.ose

lofho clung to their faith were put to the s"rord; those vA1o were lukewarm

in their faith a:postasized.

\'lith the Sh:hnabara

l'Jl.assacre~

Christianity,

though it did survive underground in certain communities in !cyushu,
was virtually ·brought to . an end in Japa..'lll.

For the next 200 y ears• Japan

remained isolated
from. the rest · of the \rorld.
,,
II.

CIDUS~ I AIH'l'Y

The second period in -l;he

;a;r

MODErn JAPAN ( 1859-1965)

hier~ory

or Christie.ni ty in Japan begins

when Japan 1tms .forced to open her cloors to the West. · Protestant

8

I'i ·"
......!?...1!.···
.P• 150
' • .

9 "!bid~·, P• 150•

...

10

Christianity was introduced, and m.issionaries were permitted to reside
in Japan and to build churches 1n settlements for the spiritual welfare
the foreign residents.

o~

Nevertheless, the government, which had not lifted

its anti-Christian edict, remained hostile to Christianity.
'fhe .f'iret Catholic ohuroh was built in Yokohama in 1862.
the following year another was built in l'agasaki.

In

In 1865, a group of

statue of the Blessed Virgin, and approached the miseionar.y.

After

questioning him about the doctrine he preached, the Japanese revealed to
him that, in and around liagasaki, thousands of them had kept alive the
faith that their ancestors, out ott from the rest ot the world and driven
underground, had handed dow to them.

11

fhe government, on learning that the Catholic faith which had
lain quiescent for 200 years had revived, prompt]Jr arrested near]Jr 4,000
Japanese believers, on the ground that it would be dangerous to allow them
to congregate in one area, and banished them to other feudatories until
they expressed a willingness to renounce Ohristia.nity.

12

Shortly afterward,

the fo:kugaw government collapsed.
With the

11

~storatio:n

of th-e am.pe110%'

m

1668, thGl!e was introduced

Ibid.' 151·

12rua.
1

~nd Hammer, Ja)2an • s Re,lis;!:ous ~r.men~t, (New York:
Universit.y Press, 1962), P• 10;.

Oxford

11
stand

agains~

Christianity was one of unmitigated opposition,

published in the first

notioea

of Meiji.

The £trst Protestant missionaries who entered Japan at Nagasaki
in 1859 were under strict polioe surveillance, being forbidden to preach
1
among the nativee. 4 :But propaganda was carried on oowrtly, and the

first native Protestant convert was baptized in 1864. 1;

The first

Protestant church was established in Yokor.u!l.ma in 1872, and, in the followproscribing Christianity
perm! tted the missionaries to preach freely.

The Catholic exiles were

released in the same yeez. · :SU.t the anti-Christian sentiment

not

the West in her isolation and would have to import Western civilization
16 .A:t a
wholesale i f she were to catch
with the
the world.

tide of popularity 11 and
of the new civilization.
nineteenth oentur,r, a reaction against

riaing tide ot nationalia

the belief by Japan that the

Western nations, in refUsing to agree to the revision ot earlier treaties

1

4Ibidt t P• 102.

15Did.

16

..DJ!• t

P·• 109•

12
on terms o£. equality, were not entirely Christian in

Christia:nity
ve::~

international

things Occidental

to

but ot}lers

The third

point•

at about this

'lhe idea o£

ohu.roh in

it was

strengthened

of the

to
1
nation. 7 The church felt it could oarr,r on without outside support.

in

1912, the

ot
was oslled, 16 At this meeting,

nation.

13
of

life

·\vorld

of

Christian activities

embodied
.Japan after the great
to Ohristia."'lity. 19 The l..laliiilli~~<::'l

1924

~~.I.Ltki;S..I.I;I.u

Aot

largely nullified this friendly atmoaphere. 20

subsidies

more on

whioh the

:m.

19:tglehart Protestant ahristian,i;ty:
11
Tuttle Oo11pa.ny, 1959), P• 18;.
20

I!U:.i•t

21

P• 184·

~·t P• 201.

22

1!'!.!!•'

P• 229.

(Ru.tland::

Charles

14

law

of'

in

ware

o£

1940.

In

a mass

was held,

a

\vas

wre

bloc.e.

In

were

1941'

26

2;Ibid.

-

11

15
of the smaller churohee, suoh as the Holiness ohuroh and the Seventh

D~

Adventist, whiob did not join, were not recognized as
supervision of
the local police

about a complete union, at least on the
2
in Japan in 1942• 7

~xrfaoe,

in the Church of

ah~ist

recognition did not minimize the suspicion and
doubt throw on Christians by the populace and the o:f:fiois1s because of
their previous close oontaot

the

• Persecution

certain

denominations occurred. The Holiness ohuroh, which finally joined the
Ohuroh of Christ and .the Seventh Day Adventist ohuroh,

did not,

militar,y terminology.
the evacuation of women and children from
mobili~~ion

of pastors to munitions factories all

School

pr~ing

for the soldiers Who had

generally

~~~~"'"

to the

......,,,._ with

-·-·---·-·-·.-

......._,

~-

cities, and the

...

in church
were continued throughout

those

the front were

Church of Christ

16

Religious Association, -in cooperation with

Buddhist

bodies. 28

surveillance. !he :rise of international sentiment
:reinfo:roemente from

its vitality

looked as if

leap forward.

One had

of that, what

to
the

that

of
numerical

no one

little Christian

as models

gracious

in Christ.

tiny roots of personal

soil, never

-

28

Ibicl.

sunk

into
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III.

for the early O"nristia.ni ty in

'11<:~~<.!~"'

contact

with Christianity wu in 1549 wen Francis Xavier, a ,..... ,..,.,.~.vu•c"""·l of Spanish
Jesuits, arri'ft!d in

Christianity made

l:Wt~WIIinua&~ ~~,~a..~.~..

&tl!.~~•u.

li!U'lQ.e:w.,:'lJ .d.!llii~U.I:!'U.

8.:n.

politioal reasons.
a

-1;;'.l..li:llill

In 1 587t his successor, Toyotomi

growth.

In 1614,

of mild warnings,

prisonment, tortu.re,

the

edict

Wd.'IIO.LVU<l..,.

x:'"....''""""""_._._

em

led to the im·

death of missionaries

numerous

converts.
converts.

•rru!!lt,_

were

--·"'"""' rebellion

which uprose in 16;7was vrorst o:f' all.
As for Christianity of modern Japan,

introduced 1n 1859,

missionaries were

Christianity was

""~----

The .f'irst Protestant church was established in

in Japan.
J.V.I1lh.Uu•-

1872, and, in

the following ;rear, the go'rez:onmltnt

to preach

freely.

life

World

thought of the Japanese.
the

In the

to uni:f';r
In 1944,

Church of Christ

joined the
Patriotic Religious Association, 1n cooperation with Shinto and Buddhist
bodies.

With the end of the war the church was

surveillance.

!.

not

!t

• It is
did not appel:lr
China

that the

for

intellectually

speaulatione ru1d
!t was not ttntil the

and

.,

754·- Although Mara, the
capital ttntil 710 9

the
eoote are

they

and

the

i110lude the Sanron (625),

(754)

(lfev
2

w.

K.

,

.;;:;.::;.~~:.=.

Company, 1955), P• 59•
3Ibid,., P•
•

in

=.-:.!:.;;;:;;.~11'

(Rutland:
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sects

virtually no
the <lommon

•
oourt oiroles.

had to
, which

of

•

in

W'd8 mcrved

to

and

sm

did not mean
4

an
a

sent two
men,

to
red;urned to

and.

freedom

the age of 13 and
founded a small hermitage on the slopes of

4Ibid., P• 62.
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Mount Biei nes.r the present city of Kyoto.

This was later named Eru::-yakuji

and for eight centuries was one of the principle centers of Japanese
Buddhist activity.

Saioho supported the emperor and the Fujiwara family

in moving the capital to Kyoto

Sb~d

in return received generous oontribu-

tions from the government in spite of the opposition of jealous prelates
in :le.re..

Bis institution on Mount Biei grew into a. large collection of

sanctuaries, colleges; monasteries• and meditation halls.

In 805, after

returning from his studies in China, Sa.icho began to expound Tendai
philoaopey.5 The enlightenment must be reached tr...rough philosophical
training and contemplation.
Shipan Bu.ddhisph

Shingon Buddhism was founded in the ninth

century by Ku.kai (774-8,5), posthumously known as Kobo Daishi.

Be we

sent to China by Emperor Kwammu, who also sent Saicho, and returned trom
his continental studies in 006.

He selected Mount Ko;ya, about 50 miles

south of Kyoto, as the site of his monastery and for 15 years it was the
Ce..'l'lter ot his activities.

Xukai was appointed by the Emperor as chief

abbot of a great state temple in Kyoto when Saicho died.

Later he became

the presiding priest in the inner sanctuary of the imperial court, but,
in his later years, he retired to Mount Koya, and there, according to
legend, he died in 8'5 when he had himself buried alLve in e. posture of
meditation.

He emphasized the true enlightenment through comprehension of

the oosmio Jn78teries.

6

~. Xishimoto, !!!!. ~al~~ions g! ill, World• (Tok:yor Taimeido,
1965), P• 247•
6

iJ;lid,, P• 70.
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Kukai'a greatest contributiont however, was his unification of
Buddhism and Shinto which proved to be the most important factor in the
popularization of Buddhism.

An attempt had been made to identify the

native gods with Buddhist deities in the Nara period.

Saioho also

contributed much to the merging, and paved the way for the ultimate
amalgamation.

Kukai even invented the name "Ryobu Shinto," and he is

generally regarded as the founder of this dual-aspect Shinto.7
In the attempt to clarify the Buddhist pantheon, a device called

the mandara was employed on the continent.

It was introduced to Japan

in the Nara period and was first widely used by

It became the

K~~ai.

basis for the mysterious esoteric practices and magic movements of
he~ds

and figures which characterize Shingon

Bud~~ism

and is today

employed by most Japanese Buddhist organizations •
.Amida Buddhism.

Amidaism came into its own with the founding of

the Jodo sect. Ul 1175 by the priest Honan (1132-1212). 8

As a youth Honan

showed great promise in his studies and, after more than 20 years of
education in the Tendai institutions of Mount Hiei, had mastered the
teachings of all the prominent sects of his day.

But, during this period

of education, he became depressed over the difficulties of
enlightenment.

Then• in his search for a practical and effective

universal salvation, he came upon the following passage:

1.I:!?..±!ot Po 71.
8

Ibid., PP• 75-76.

true
w~y

of
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Y,Jhether wal..l<:ing or standing, sitting or l3·ing• only repeat the
name of
with
your heart.
oeai!Je the
of it
even :tor a m.oment. This is the very work which unfailingly issues
in aa.lvation, :tor it is in accordance with the
vow of that
.Buddha.9

These words made a deep impression on Honen and he :tounded the
Jodo (Pu.ra L&nd) seot on the basis of Amida's original vow.

He taught

that the mere recitation of the phrase ••adoration to the lord or boundless
light and infinite li:ten would give instantaneous and final assurance
land" it it were accompanied by .faith.

o:t rebirth in "the

He

insisted upon the importance of repeating 1t a.s often as ;possible and o£
making this recitation the main work o£ life, with all other activities

secondary.
Chief among the disciples of Ronen wa.s Shinran (1173·1262).
was ordained at the age of eight

the Tenda.i monasteries of Elei.

ot 25,

the

as ffthe

soholer that,

6 .,.............

It is

of
interesting to observe that

culture

the

sect influenced
vignette

scroll, extols

influence.

food for

Daibutw,

an old man,

9oallallaY, .2A• t;~t •• p .. 117.
10

IP,~!•t

P• 119.
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which is show in
Japan.

Oast in

1252~

Illustration I, meditates in a park
the

a~ a sheltering pavilion. 11 Lids half-closed

149 5 tid.a.l wave
gold

over eyes

typhoons and the

foot bronze

calm

doctrine.

in 11

, who

was introd:uced in 1227

in
milit~r

shortly
dictator

the hands of the
then somewhat decadent nobilit".f•
the militar,y class,
them strongly because of

This historical coincidence provided

samurai, with a
practical

earthly qualities and because

of the directness and simplioi ty of its approach.,

Thus

of life called "bush:ido," which means the code of conduct for
the soldiers of feudal Japan, emphasizing loyalty,

co~,

and plain

living, and preferring suicide (hara-kiri) to dishonor.
The contribution of Zen to Japanese culture has by no means been

11

Libr~Jt

~, September 11, 1964, P• 42.

12
A.

w.

1964),

Watts, !b.!.~!!! :?.en, (New York:
PP• 110·111.
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!llust:ration . ! 1 3

The . Vigenette ,
the Bud.clhist
Sacri f ice

:!'he Groat

Bronze Buddha
of Kama1tura.,

con:f:!.ned to bushido.

It

crafts,

penetrated

the most

v.i;•u..u..~.cw.'11

the

Buddhism, which is shown in Illustration II.

of

the

~s

of

Strict rules govern

the kettle, holding

hot water

teacup,·

sipping the brew.

out as one of

At 15,

1253
11

thou

law.n

lotus of

date. 14 Niohiren,
to

a new seat.

to

original llii"''""'u·""""" of

by denouncing
uelg~t:Jzle;o:acc,y

and

........""'"""'"" to
~,...~....

a teach:!.ngs.

He,

he considered the intellectual

of the current sects.

of his ori tioism, but he centered his attack on Amida.ism, because he felt
it

waf!l

depriving S'akam.uni (in Japanese 11

the historical W1lruJca

26
Illustration II

'rea Ceremony

1

.

l.I!

1

5

Zen Bu d.dhism

5National Geographic, December; 1960, P• 774·
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the
he

1274,

of crisis.

He
died in 1282 at

journeying

some hot

springs. 16

and

m~

temples and priests. There are altogether about 12*()00,000

Niohirenitee. 1 7
to prohibit

from

in the

influencing

very strongly.
everything else heresy.

itself

It considers

It is called also

(Value-Creation Society).
over 1 ' million

the sect's
16
llli,o f J?• 94•
1

7Timet

11, 1964, P• 40.
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Leftist and reforming in political attitudes, intolerant in ita
religious fanaticism, it envisions first

~ing

Japan into a welfare

state, then achieving eternal peace through spreading its gospel of

tution prohibits the exercise of political authority by any religion,
Soka Gakke.i insiats-un.oonvinoingly--that the Clean Government Party
started under the ohai.:.t"iiallahip of Soka Gakkai • s Koji Raraahima is a
completely independent entity.

o.

G. P. is putting up 32 candidates for

the 467 seat lower house and ten for the upper house in 1965--all
likely to be eleoted. 18
Soka !Je.kkai turned the inau.guration ceremonies of its ultramodern
temple at the foot of J.tt. Fuji into a superbly organized mass rally in
the Nuremberg style, with flags, standards and brass banda.

The declared

aim of the movement is to revive "the true religion of Niohiren. tt The
Illustration III shows the American-style drum majorettes parade in the

Soka Gakka.i has a special method. of aggressive proselytizingSha.kubu.ku-whioh roughly means to break (your opponents • error) and. to

force (them to follow 7ou).
:But once in.side the movement, the convert experiences a strong
sense of purpose and belonging, of being part or a. powerful tra.temi ty
which outs across all social classes.

Niohiren Buddhism is hardly

concerned with afterlife--except for a vaguely conceived Golden

18

Ibid., P• 41.

at

Parade
in Soka

Drum Majorettes
Ceremony
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the end of time--but

.f'o:rm of

their health, business

initial euphoria.
In 1964, however, the

of

seems to have

slowed and, w1 th continued prosperity,
20
lose ita dynamism.
III •
It is

in

552~

the~

may

level out

eventually

SUMMARY

known what aort of Buddhism was first brought

Six sects were introduced

failed to exercise

~

754· :But

influence outside of court circles.
sect was born in Japan• which consists of
by

Saioho in 805, whose temple is Enryak:uji on 1'1t. Biei, Kyoto.

enlightenment

~st

be reached

The

philosophical
806, whose temple is

influence on the popularimation of lru.ddhiam and his unification
Shinto.

in 1175,

The
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effective wa;y of salvation is
successor was Shinran.
1191-1227.

·t;o

Zen sect

repeat the name of Amide.. in truth.
t~s

His

introduced by Eisai and Dogan in

Zen has entered into almost every aspect of the people's

life--their architecture, poetry, painting, athletics, crafts, trades,
and bushido.

Nichiren sect was founded by lUohiren in 1253.

His

fanaticism was extreme, and he regarded himself as the savior of t..he
nation in a time of crisis, and rejected all other sects.

Niohiren-

Soshu considers itself tttrue Buddhismtt now, and everything else heresy.
It is called Soka Gakkai, of which the Olean Government Society started.

CHAPTER IV
EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE

OF SALVATION
I.

CONCEPT OF GOD

For Wesley 1 God is a personal being whose activity is manifest in
his creation and preservation of the natural order, in his judgment of
sinful men, and in his work through Christ Jesus for the redemption of
the world.

1

He is ever at work in the world, calling men out of their

sin and misery into the kingdom of God, and, by his redemptive grace,
transforming individuals and society into the likeness of Christ.

The

name which best expresses his character, and which, since Christ, has
become the characteristic Christian name for God, is Father.
Infinite in Hif
God is everywhere.

be~.

This concept is intended to teach that

The omnipresence of God is vividly brought out in

such scriptures as Psalm 139•

It is easier to conceive of God's

omnipresence by SSJfing, "EYers-thing everywhere is inunediately in
;presence."

2

Finite crea.tures can act insta:ntaneously :tn a limited area.

Everything within on a's

or sight is immediately in His presence,

in the sensa that distance

no problem.

sense, everything in the

So in an absolutely perfect

of God.

the

(Genesis 28:16)

1
R.

w.

Abingdon Preas,
2

Burtner,

1964),

Ibid., P• 102.

(New

P•

Intini te in Hia wisdom.

This designates God • s cnmisoience.

The

Bible throughout regards His omniscience as all-inclusive, ru1d not
dependent upon discursive processes.

God's knowledge

not

LL~'"L~~~-

or diminish as He knows \\>hen the temporal events of his redemptive
program take place.
what

He eternally knows
.tuture

will lmow in
Inttgite in

he has known

the

and·

(Romans 11 :; ; ... ;6) •

20we£• This points to His omnipotence, His

~is

ability to do with power all that power can do, His controlling all the
power t}:l..at is or om be.

man in Hi!! own image,

the creator of all things, and created

(Genesis 1•1 9 26).

Infinite in Hie truth.

This is the attribute Which designates

the basis of all logic and rationality.
is impossible for

When the Bible

SB\Y"S

that "it

to lie" (Hebrews 6:18; Titus 1:2) there is no

contradiction of omnipotence.
of God's immutable character.
Infinite in His attributes.
as His central ethical character.

constantly

to the truth

cannot deny himself" (II Timothy 2a1;).
Holiness is regarded in the Bible
Basic ethical principles are revealed

by the will of God, and derived from and based upon the character of God."
ttye shall by holy for I am holy'• (Levi tious 1h44).

Justice refers to

His administration of rewards and punishments among the personal beings
of the universe.

Goodness in this context indicates His love, Rim

common grace toward all, and His special grace in s a.ving sinners
(John 3:16).

34

love.

In the

are

pa.rtiou.larly in the

attributes of justice and mercy.
For
natural creation, the Bible,
upon the

use

reason for their correct interpre-

tation.3 The revelation of God as Creator and Governor
revelation of God as Redeemer.

basic to the

Since God is righteous, his plan of

redemption must maintain the majesty o£ the law.
bare disregard for sin are incompatible.

must

exeeuted.

An

atonement or

satisfaction must be made.
this ritual also

t~~t

provides a

The atonement therefore

penalty.

to
both of lovG and

an

For

Christ

to be a propitiator.y saorifioe in

'

exemplify his

and

justifies a sinnert
just in doing so ,

I£

t.~e

Sor1 is sent

if

the
are one in

Spirit, the concept
of God is the concept of a T:rini ty.

faith God

beyond
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one

"t>rith His paopla,

the mere

the

prominent themes throughout

II.
was brought in to

1:27).

and

breath of

(Genesis 1:27) •

a spirit

Man ia thua e-~

(I Corinthians

&.

body.

~mien

to

""'""'"'""""

man

divine is

lfhough man has a physical body similar

human sinfulness.

is
in .., ...... ..~..,,u

to

political

man still

"lith

11). the "'"'""'""'""

a oonsoienoe. This
personality plus the moral nature.

soul

some

Consequently',

of

creation.

a

as to the

constitution
in his

,ph¥siaa.l

to a

life

obedience to

stfbmission to a
is

u•i:;u"'""

did not
authority

experience.

tra.."lsform

reason and
into
of God, ma...'1

the reason

o~

which

can

II

III.

l:uni tatione
tnm.

OONOEPr OF
to

in the

of
and

of

to
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5
assume that
tt

• •

fallen

•
or
are more explicit,

he

falsehood."

a

and

the

(John 8t44)•
is, from

to physical
death• (2)

(3)

original human sin is very simplY recorded
in the third chapter of Genesis•

its implications for mankind are

fellowship with God.
very good."

He was then tempted

Satan. There was the temptation

natural impulses

desires upon which it lays

will to

It

self...

condition, a oondition oommon to all
'lir~:tS'O·Ul!h1S

m.Em

who are by nature

in

and sins, and are children of wrath (Ephesians 2;1-}) • Apart

from Christ man

in the fles."l and from this source come all kinds of

actual sins (Galatians !h 19-21) •

'!'he Biblical wr1. tare a.l ~s appeal to

the holy cha.ra.cter of God as the basis of the la:w.

God, am. holy,n (Leviticus 1Sh2), is

for I, Jehovah,
presupposition.

(Ioo.iah 6:1-6)

It was
.......u.vu ""'"''"'"'""'"·

consta.."l.t

revelation of
..,,~...-..

not only violation of
of God • s will J more pro:roundly, it
holy character.

"Yli shall be holy

to

re~Jo~<r:n:t

divine law,
violation of the OX!lress:lLon

It

which

Sin :ms..1 then be defined ul timatel;y as

originally

of the godliness

crea:tu.re~J B

God originally endowed man wen

God*s

created
~thing

own :ima.ge.
in the creature

which does not express, or which is contrary to, the hol;y character of
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the Creator.

Sin then is not merely what man does, but '"hat he is.

There

is sin in the race and in man's image.
IV.

Mea.ni:gg of

THE COifCEJ?T OF SALVA'riON

~·

from some danger or evil.

The root idea in salvation is deliverance

This deliverance may be from defeat in battle

(Exodus 13&2), trouble (Psalms 34:6), enemies (II Samuel 3:10), violence
(II Samuel

22r3), reproach (Psalms 57:3), exile

(Psalms

106:47), death

(Psalms 6:4), sin (Ezekiel 36:29)•
Salvation is both an act and a state.

It is an act of God whereby

men are declared to be just or righteous; and it is a state of man, into
which he is introduced as a consequence of this declaration.

But whether

as an act or as a state, the word in its true connotation, is used not
only in the sense of making men righteous, but also in the sense of
declarirtg or pronouncing them free from the guilt and penalty of sin, and
therefore righteous.

Thus salvation is a broader term than justification,

and includes regeneration, adoption, and sanctification.

The term used

in the Scriptures carries a certain exactness of meaning, indicatlitg an
act, an act in process, an act as fully accomplished or perfected,

~~d

a

state following the aooompliehmont of the aot.

( 1) bl
o'tu or the simple verb form is expressive of the act
of justification. ~ho shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect?
It is God that ju$tifieth (Romans 8:33).

<2 )

atw6~...5

signifieth the act in process of completion. \Vho
offences,
and was raised again for our justificawas delivered for our
tion 1 (Romans 4:24)o

40
/

(;) J'(#(. tt l fi, JJ t1. signifies the act as alre~ accomplished. The
free gift is of ~ offenses unto ~uatification (Romans 5t16) J even
so by the righteou~ss of one (the act completed) the free gift
came upon all men unto justification of life (the act in process)
(Romans 5s18).
The "righteousness or justification" of Christ as fully accomplished, becomes the g:around by whtoh this righteousness avails, s.nd
is continuously available to men.
Method of salvation.

Salvation is made possible by faith, s.nd.

repents.noe, s.nd. whole-hearted commitment to Christ as Saviour.
"Whom God put ·fo:rw:rd as an expiation by His blood, to be reoeived

by faith.

This weu; to show God• s righteousness, because in His divine

forbearance He had passed over former sins " (Roms.ns 3=25).
The work of the salvation of mankind has already been achieved.
It has been achieved by the sacred efforts and the orcas or Jesus Ohrist.
Therefore, "man believes with his heart and ao is justified, and he
confesses with his lips and so is saved.qtt

(Romans 10&10) •.

"It you confess with your lips that Jesu.s is Lord and believe in
your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved."

(Romans

10:9)
First of all, man should repent of all his sins before God in
order to be saved.

(I Je!m 1 &9).

Secondly, man should accept Jesus Christ as his personal Saviour-:

that Jeaus is Lord.

6

:a. o. Wiley,
Hill Press, 1952), :P•

Q!misti~

;a;o

Thooloez, Vol. II, (Kansas Oitya

:Beacon
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Fourthly, man should. be cleansed from the Origin&l
in the blood. of JeSU.Il!h

Finally,

l'lU,m

(I

1a7J

12s12),

should wait for the coming of our Lord Jesua Christ

who will glorify our body and establish

I

Corinthians

by. faith

Kingdl::nn·

{Philipians ,:Sa20t

15t51·5,).

v.
"God is a. Spmt, infinite, etal:."l'l.alt and unohangea.ble, in His
being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, goodness,

truth.tt

created, sustains and orders the universe a.ooording to the wise, holy and
loving character and purpose revealed

Jews Chri8t from
is lmow by His a.ots, and in fellow-

Ohristian doctrine point of view.
ship 'Wi1m His people.

Man was brou.ght into

e~istenoe

through creation by God, whose

body is made of the dust of the ground and his soul or the breath of God.
Man is thus a. soul w1 th a. body.

)!an

has both

and spiritual

sides, and can understand the reason for the limitations to which he is
exposed.

lie was created by God in
Acoor:d:ing to the B:fbla, the orl gin of ein came from the disobHd-

ienoe of Satan to God,

was

chief or the fallen angels.

brought about the fall of man by falsehood.
disobeyed the law

God.

Sin

Satan

Man was tempted, and

not only violation of

divine law,

which is an expression or God's holy oharaoter, it is corruption of the
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Salvation includes regeneration, adoption, and sanctification
according to .H.

o.

Wiley.

It includes deliverance from sin a.nd deliver-

ance as well as from the various evils 'Which are the consequence
From the

e~lica.l

( 1)

ot · sin.

Christian point of view, it denotes#

an aot of God whereby men are declared to be just or
'*It is God that justi:fieth. ~t (Romans 6:;3) ..

righteous.
(2)

a sta.te of man, into 'llihioh he is introduced as a oonl!lequ$noe

of this declara.tion, "righteousness or justification" of Christ as fully
accomplished.
The :method of salvation is as

follow~u

Man should repent of all his sins before Godtt

(2)

Man should accept Jesus Christ a.s his personal Saviour.

(;)

Man should confess tdth his lips that Jesus is YArd.

{4) The Christian should be cleansed from.
in the blood of Jesus···

(I John 1 &7J

original sin by
12t12).

(5) The Christian should wait for the coming of
Christ

(I John 1 a9).

{1)

~

will glorifY

Lord Jesus

v
'l:RE JAJ'ANESE BUDDIIIST DOO'll}f.INES OF SALVATION

The Shin sect is by far the most powerful influence in the
Buddhist 'i«:>rld of Japan and owes its strength to the great appeal and
simplioit;r of its doctrine of salvation through the power of Amide..

The

Zen seot, with a wealth of historical and m1ltural tradition behind it,
is second in number of adherents with its great appeal through esoteric
mysteries.

Nichirenism, though nl')t so impressive numerically as these

two, is nevertheless a vi tal force in BUddhism and exerts a11 influence

I.

THE DOCTRINE OF SALVATION OF SHIN SEOT

recently noticed with
are using expressions

greater interest that some progressive

that God

~om

sinful man.

·..;e

call "Amida'* is the

Another

s~s

that God has been for the first time realized.

sa absolute love by Shinran.

Such expressions have never been em'Oloyed

before in the long history of Buddhism.

1

For Amide. is A Buddha, and not

Amida Buddha., who is the object of adoration, is explained in the
Shkhavati-vyuh& Sutra as follows:
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Re was a king 'Wb.o, moved by a sermon of a lru.ddha, left his throne,
and beca.me a wanderer dedicated to aohieve Buddhahocd. At some stage
L"'l his career he made a
of
Vows, the eighteenth of
which readst uu, after 'ftJ:3' obtaining :Bud.dhahood, all beings in the
ten quarters, who desire in sincerity and faith to be
into my
country, should not be born thereto
only adoring me ten times,
may I not attain the highest Enlightenment."
is the essence
of the Vowe. His Vows have already been accomplished and he has
become a :Buddha 11
now lives in
in the '\:lest. ~..is
very Buddha
Amida.2
ThuiJ Amida is neither the Creator of the world, nor the Holy Onet

for he; as a king, listened to and practised the teachings of a Buddha. and
became a Buddha himsel:fJ he is one of those w.h.o since the earliest dqs
has developed man's highest possibility and reached Buddhahood through
enlightenment, and therefore, he exists vTithin the Buddhistic concept of

Amida is one of those who have purified themselvee in such a world and

have developed the highest possibility of man through the observance of
the law.

of

a eoul or

3 It

reordering the
actions

, men
creatures suffer.

2

Su:f'i'ering is

other

characteristic o! our existence and

Ibid.

3Edmund Perry, 'f,!l.e Gaspe+. !n .;;:;;::.:~-=~
Coap&cy, 1958), P• 204.

York:

Doubleday
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nothing other

suffering is caused

our belief in

an abiding self

a soul or permanent self.
he spends

existence of

days in anxious self-defense and self seeking.
, belief in the

in Buddhist

of a,ll

is

Or to put it

'<hioh in

multiplies suffering.

manta pitiful oonaoiouJnese that he is sintul.

According to the view men

are not aocotmtable for their deeds because these deeds are the inexorable
resu.l ts

or

the actions

or

past lives.

Urging that those whose faith is

strong can commit evil deeds boldly, the author of the Ta:nnisho quotes
Shinran as saying that auoh deeds, even those '*a.s

ti~

a.s a particle on

the point of a ha.ir 9 11 are the result of past &w~ (life). 4 He concludes

"Sinful deeds are done, not of our free will, but in accordance
with ka.rm.a. working in our past lives.
all our deeds,

~od.

Therefore, we should. attribute

or

This doctrine that present actions are the result of past karma
finds strong support in the Muryoojuk,yoo,

has 'been emphasized. by Shin

teachers throughout the history of the sect.

"In these days," Honen

d.eplor•d, "Ve are men wb.ose wisdom is blind, and.

"~ose

practice is lame."

6

to overcome the past

k~a.

to the

lies the
way

salvation.·

inability to do good has now come to the tore, and the serious problem

sutfering from transiency has been lett behind.

The

of sin, which
primitive

did not present i tselt among the important problems
concern.

Ronen,

to

founder

or

Shin sect

Jodo Shi.'"l school,

the father of Amid& :Buddhism in Japan.

1175 at
basis

age of

43

philoaoph;y. 7

(1) that any common morts.l

basio prinoiplest
into the
nor

of

the eftioaey

intellectual comprehension,

(Ru.tb.w.h

E. Tuttle

or
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The method of fina.l salvation that I have taught is neither a sort
of meditation such as that practiced by many scholars in China and
Japan in the past, nor is it a repetition of the Buddha's name by those
who have studied and understood the deep meaning of it. It is nothing
but a mere repetition of the name of the Buddha Amida, without a doubt
of his ~ercy, whereby one may be born into the happiest land of the
:Buddha.
This statement has become fundamental in the exposition of Shin
Buddhism.

It was revolutionary in that it made Amida Buddhism a religion

of salvation b.Y faith in Amida alone.
II.

THE DOCTRINE OF SALVATION OF ZEN SECT

The concepts of God.

Strictly speaking,

Z~n

sect has no God.

is primarily concerned with experience rather than intellection.

It

Zen

scorns philosophers who "are satisfied with interpretations and not with
0

facts themselves,. ••• "....

Zen feels that any attempt to explain itself

in philosophical terms has the effect of concealing rather than revealing
ita true nature.

Poetry rather than philosophy is held to be the proper

medium for Zen expression.

Despite its reluctance to describe itself in

conceptual terms, however, the fact is ·tiha.t Zen is based on the type of
monistic idealism.

Kraemer, for example, does not hesitate to put Zen in
10
the category of "idealistic and vitalistic monism4 tt

8

Masutani, .2.£• cit., p. 125.

9T. N. Callway, Japanese :Buddhism~ Christianity, (Tokyo:
Protestant Publishing Co., 1957), P• 60.
10
Ibid., P• 61.
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The concepts of man.

11

Zen sect sees that (1) man is the help-

less, miserable victim of a host of hostile forces which seek to keep
him and all other creatures captive to ignorance, lust and hate, not
only in this life but also in whatever other lives ere yet to come; (2)
that there are no possibilities of his becoming or acquiring an immortal
soul; (3) that he, in :fact, neither is an immortal soul nor does he have
an immortal soul; (4) that, therefore, no one of us is of any ultimate
consequence to aeyone else or anything else.
The concepts of

sJ..B.. According to Zen, "Ignorance is sin," as

well as '*all wrong thoughts. 11

12

When Ignora..'l'lce is understood in the deeper

sense, its dispelling unavoidably results in the negation of an ego-entity
as the basis of all our life•activities.

\fuen Ignorance ruled supreme,

the ego was conceived to be a positive idea, and its denial -v1as nihilistic.
It was quite natural for ignorance to uphold the ego where it found its
original home.

The ego also is the dark spot where the rays of the

intellect fail to penetrate, it is the last hiding-lair of Ignorance, where
the latter serenely keeps itself from the light.
The concepts of salvation.

Salvation means "enlightenment or the

dispellingo:f Ignorance,n 1 3 which is the ideal of z.en life, and it is not
an act of the intellect, bt1.t the transforming or remodelling of one's whole

12

D. T. Suzuki,
Inc., 1962), P• 92.

13

Ioid., P• 93·

~Buddhism,

(New York:

E. P. Dutton & Co.,
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being through the exercise of the most fundamental faculty innate in
everJ one of us.

Mere understanding has something foreign in it and does

not seem to come so intimately into life.

Ignorance is not to be got rid

of by metaphysical means but by the struggle of the will.
done, man is also freed from the notion of

a.YJ.

When this is

ego-entity which is the

product or rather the basis of Ignorance, on which it depends and thrives.
Accordi11g to Zen, there is a fundamental unity in existence imich
underlies all experience and all phenomena.

Man attains salvation or

enlightenment when, he absorbs the universe into himself.

Only then can

he transcend the vicissitudes of life, detach himself from concern for
personal gain or pleasure, and remain undisturbed in the face of
calamities and adversity.

The practice of Zazen, or to sit and meditate

helps to the attainment of salvation.
Sit sb:aight and motionless, never inclining to the left hand,
nor to the right, never bowing forward nor turning backward. The
ears should be in the same plane with the shoulders, and nose and
navel in the same straight line. The tongue should stick to the
upper jaw, while lip meets with lip and teeth '"i th teeth. Open the
eyes not too widely yet not too slightly, and l<eep breathing through
nose. After composing mind and body in this '<lay, you may take a long,
deep breath. Thus sitting motionless you may think of not-thinking.
Can you think of not-thinking? That is thinking of nothing. This
is the most important art of Zazen. This is far indeed from the
world.

Rut 1t js the only way of salvation to greet calm and joy.

This is unpolluted practice and this is an enlightenment.14
Illustration IV shows this vivid picture of Zazen or meditation.
Zen introduced the concept of an abstract garden designed to aid devotees
in their meditations.

14

Ibid., P• 93.

Here rocks produce above the rocked send like

50
Il

15Nation.al Geographt'lt December, 19

, p. 763.
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islands in a waveless sea.
the garden's design.

Only a few lichens, subdued in tone, vary

Zen Buddhists believe the tranquil expanse of sand

and rock induces the peace required to ge.in salvation, or enlightenment,
a flash of insight into philosophical truths.
III.

TEE DOCTRINE OF SALVATION OF NICHIREN SECT

The oonce:Ets of God.

First of all t it is important to knovJ the

meaning of god himself in the Nichiren sect..
to the supreme being or god.

Three meanings were ascribed

Originally t the ;.rord Hon7...on was a compound

noun which can be divided into lion and Zon, .:Hon means Origin and Zon mea..Yl.s
augustness or supremacy." 16 The innate supreme subst8J.'1ce is the first
definition, the second is the radical adoration, and the third is the
genuine or natural respect.

All

the~e

are slightly different expressions

of god.
There are two kinds of gods in general.

The one has the abstract

principle as its religious object, while the other has a concrete idea of
personal::i.ty or person itself as its object of vrorship.
Nichiren has both simultaneously.

connr~ction,

According to lifiohiren, Buddha Sha.kamuni

is the only sa.v:lour :in th:is world, the'T'efora we

object of religious worship.

In this

must have Him as

our

The following quotation demonstrates it:

nworship, in Japan and the \vorld, the Budd.l').a Shakamuni, the
revealer of the Honmon of the Hokek;yo, as the supreme being.u 17

16Ko Satomi, Japanese Civilization, {New York:
Company, 1924)~ P• 77•

17~.,

P•

78.

E. P. Dutton &
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On the other ha."ld, he says,

being."

"You shall have the Sacred Title of the Hokekyo as the supreme
18
Thus, he founded

tw~

kinds of gods, the object of worship.

other words, these are the Buddha centric supreme being and

-~he

In

law

centric one.
~he

oonoe2ts of man.

According to Nichirenism, man is defined

as an intermediate being. 19 He has a tendency for good, but at the same
time he has a tendency for evil.

He is an intermediate being.

a desire to go his way following the guidance of reason.

He has

:But at the same

time he has an inclination to live an irregular and degenerate life
against reason.

It is a function of reason that

m~~es

as it is and conclude that it is full of suffering.

him observe life

It is also reason

that makes him declare that suffering can be wiped out as soon as craving
is wiped out.
The oonoopts of Sll1•

Nichiren classified sins as ten evils,

five treacheries; and fourteen disparagements of the truth.

They were

olassified as follows=
1. Destruction of living beings.

2. Stealing.

,;. Adultery.

-------·---------18
Ibid.

1

9Masutani, .2.'2.• cit. , p. 17 •

body.
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4· 1\}ring.
Ten Evils.

5· O:.t>ne.JilEmtation.

mouth.

6. Vilification.

1· Insincerity or duplicity.
8.,

Greediness.

9· Jealousy accompanied with
10.

f~~

heart.

Foll;;r--querulousne~s.

1. Parricide.

2. Matricide.

3• }mrdering of men of \dsdom and
Five
treacheries..

sages.

4• Disturbing the harmony of religionists.
5. Shedding Buddha • s blood.

Destruction
of morality.
Destruction
of religion.

1 • Arrogance.

2. Idle negligence.

3. Self-righteousness.

Psychic.

4• Superfioie.l reoognHion.
Pereri stt.>110e ·

Fourteen

6. Incomprehension.

disparagements7.

Unbelief~

of the trt:.th. 8. Frow.ning•

9. Suspicion •.
10. Abus.eG

Thoughtful.
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11. Slighting goodness.
Moral.

12. Hating goodness.
13. Jealousy of goodness.
14. Grudging goodness.

These evils, 'Nhich have gone on existing from anclent times,
. d very s t rong1y by ~·
v.rere :pro<l1 aJ..me
l'll.Oh'
_J.ren .. 20 The fourteen disparagements
of the truth are the most serious ev:Us, and do not merely destroy
relative morality, but at the same time the very truth itself.

Nichirent

therefore, thought that the latter ones are the worst among the three
kinds.
T,he concepts ,of salvation.

According to his doctrine, "all beings

have the Buddha in themselves; to witt the Buddha pervades all the other
realms, contains in himself all of them• good or evil •••• 1121

Salvation

sought by Niohiren is the attainment of this conviction of Budill1a's
spirit.

A Niohiren sect believes that when he repeats the sacred formula
22
nAdoration to the sutra of the lotus of the true la'"''"
his soul

becomes identified with the cosmic soul of the eternal Buddha.

The sacred

formula is, therefore, the means of salvation; it alone is sufficient.
Stated simply• Nichiren sect teaches that anyone vmo utters the sacred
formula attains Buddhahood, receives the moral virtue comprised in the
formula, and becomes in himself an embodiment of paradise on this earth.

20
21
22

Ibi4., PP• 19-20.
Callaway,

~·

Ibid., P• 159•

cit., P• 152.
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The Doctrines of Salvation of Shin Sect
As for the doctrine of Shin sect, god is explali1ed as Amida.
is one of those Who since the earliest

d~s

He

has developed man's highest

possibility and reached the :Buddhistic concept of ttBuddha" or "deity."
He became a Buddha himself by his discipline.
Man is a psycho-physical process instead of being a soul or

having a soul;

h~

has an abiding self by which he must spend his deys in

anxious self-defense and self seeking.
Sin is a consciousness expressed as "to be sinful," and ,.doomed
to hell." Man's wisdom is blind and his practice is lame.
Shin sect emphasizes the salvation frol1l the consciousness of one's
sinfulness and lllability to do anything good.
The method of salYation is nothing but a mere repetition of t;he
name of the

~addha

Amida, without a doubt of his mercy.

The Doctrines of Salvation of Zen sect
Strictly apeski11g, Zen sect has no god or deity.
concerned with mAd i j;a t j on a]

!t is primarily

e-x-peri ence rather than-i.n.tellec.tion........- - - - - - - - -

It sees that man is the helpless, miserable victim of hostile
forces which seek to keep him and all other creatures captive to ignorance,
and that he, in fact, nei'ther is an immortal soul nor does he have an
immortal soul.
Ignorance is considered sin as well as all
also is the dark spot t·rhere the

r~s

~>li.'ong

thoughts.

The ego

of the intellect fail to penetrate.
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Salvation means "enlighten..'Yl.ent or the dispelling of Ignorence."
Man attains it, when he absorbs the universe into himself.
It can be obtained by means of meditation and the struggle of the
will.

When this is done, man is also freed from the notion of ego-entity

which is the product or rather the basis of Ig.noreillce.
The Doctrines of Salvation of Nichiren Sect
According to Nichiren, Buddha Shakamuni is the only saviour
in this world, therefore, vre must have him as our object of religious
worship.

The law was explained as the supreme being too.

Man has a tendency for good, but at the same time he has a tendency
for evil.

He is an intermediate being.

Nichiren classified sins as ten evils, five treacheries, and fourteen disparagements of the truth.
truth such as "unbelief,"

The fourteen disparagements of the

"Jealousy,u ___ are most serious.

Salvation sought by Nichiren is the attainment of the assurance
of Budd..na's spirit which all beings have in themselves.
The Nichiren seat believes that when a man repee,ts the sacred
formula

,.Adoration to the sutra of the lotus of the true law," his soul
2
becomes identified with the cosmic soul of the eternal Buddha. 3

23

Satomi, QR• cit. , P•

79·
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ianity is clear

no god.
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sect
while

o£ Christ-

on

It is primarily om'loer:nE:ta

Christianity

the

controls them,

as
salvation, while in
creator ot

things.

But,

ot all

the sense

eaves all

in the sense that he realizes

of' incarnation.

no concept

U..\.lii+ii:l'•'•"-

dootril1e ot incarnation
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to an

objectively real historical event.

came as

individual and. Saviour to save
sent

Son incarnated to

from sins.
'l!O:rld.

people, died on the cross, was

&1

Father
lived among the

The Son
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heaven.
Nichiren, like Christianity, claims
sacred bock, the Hckekyoo.
no similarity between

\lt'hen properly understood, however,

the

New

Bokakyoo is naoessar,y to

, not because of

because it is

recounted therein,
eternal Shs.kamuni, and is

the

of all

itself

title, or

is to
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Christian attitude toward

Bokakyoo,

be a religion baaed o:n
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verses from its
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past to

of
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DL~ w~
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As .for the method of salvation, the Shin's oo:ncepts of salvation
are very similar to Christianity as sho-vm in the following:
1. Only by faith in Amida, salvation idll be performed.

Ma:n can

never be saved by his works.
2. All men are sinners, but v1hatever sins the;y· committed in the
past, they can be saved by faith in Amida.

3•

\~oever

calls Amida's namet he will be saved by Amide's mercy.

However similar they may be i•li th the Christian concepts of
salvation, the concept of Saviour is entirely different.

Amida neither

existed in history nor had the redemptive power; Christ Jesus died on the
cross to save the world from sins, and finished His redemptive vrork
according to the Word of

God~

(I Timothy 1:15, John 19:30).

No one can

deny that the cross of Jesus was a historical fact.
Christianity and the Zen sect.

As for Zen, salvation means

deliverance from the erroneous belief or ignorance in objective individuality into tl."le enlightened belief that all things are one in Bus sin, while
Christianit.y thinks of salvation as

e~

experience of deliverance from sin.

Zen and Christianity agree that salvation is an experience rather than an
intellectual understanding of abstractions.

Zen's salvation includes the

realization that there is no living god and that there are no created
individuals, thereby nulifying the very concept of fellowship, v1hile
Christian salvation signifies the restoration of uninterrupted fellowship
between God and the individual personalities who were separated from God
because of sins (Romans 5:1).

As for the method of salvation, Zen and Christirtni"by differ with
:regard to the neoessi ~Gy of scriptural kno>v-ledge for sahration.

Since ?;en

enlighten..Y!lent does not depend upon the kno1·iledge of historical events,
but rather nullifies the belief in objectivity, no scripture is necessary
in it.

Since Christian salvation does depend upon the kno-vrledge of

specific historical events, the book in which these events are recorded is
indispenss.ble.

In other uords, Zen does not have any scripture as the

Word of God on which man should depend, while Christisnity must depend on
the Scripture, the

~rord

of God (Romans

10~11).

The practice of Zazen or to sit and meditate is essential to the
a·ttainment of se.lvation or enlightenment in Zen; Christianity does never
require such a self·disoiplino to be saved but faith in Jesus Christ
(Ephesians 2:8).
Christiani t;y: and the 1Uchiren sect. Nichiren expects a universal
salvation; that is, it anticipates the redemption of all beings including
those in hell and even inanimate objects such as stones and sticks.

In

Christianity, on the other hand, salvation is applied only to those who
believe in Jesus Christ (Johlt 3:16), and it is universal only in the sense
that all rebels will be excluded.
was not to be sought in the

~~rld

The salvation which Nichiren preached
to come, but to be realized in the

present life, while in Christianity, the full salvation such as the resurrection of the body will be realized in the future.

Nichiren does not

proclaim anything on the eternal life which means the eternal fellowship
with Jesus Christ (John

17~3).

As for the method of salvation, :rachiren procla.imed that the one
w~

provided for the attainment of Buddhahood or salvation is to repeat

the ascr:ip tion to the wonderful su tra:

"J:Tamu rn.yo ho range k;yo, 11 "Glory to

the Sut:ra o:f the :Mysterious Lotus law·," terhile in Christianity, there is
no wa-;I o:f salvation but believing in the name o:f Jesus Chris·t

(Acts 4:10).

Nichiren 1 s salvation comes by :faith in the name of E·ternal ShaJ.::a.rnuni and
in the book IIokkekyo; Christians read the Bible to know God's will.
Bible should be read in prayer, but it should never be worshipped as
Nichiren worships

Ro~cekyo.

The

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This has been a comparative study of the evangelical Christian
and the Japanese Buddhist doctrines of salvation.
The subject was limited to the specific comparison of both
religions.

The only form of Buddhism which was considered was Japanese

Buddhism of the type found in Zen, Shin, and Nichiren sects.
The study was divided into seven chapters.

The appendix I was

given to present a living testimony of Rev. Ryoun Kamegai who was
converted from Buddhism to Christianity, and is now· working as a minister
of a local Christ ohuroh of Japan.

Three more appendixes were also added

for the better understanding of the number of Christian and Buddhist
members, important events, a..'fld words 'Which are familiar to the Japanese
people.

In order to knm.; the general histO!.'"'.f of Christianity and

ltaddhism in Japan, an investigation and comparison of both religions was
made in Chapter II an,d III.

Chapter IV

d1:Jal t

with The Evangelical

Christian Doctrines of Salvation, Chapter V ~dth The

Jap~~ese

Buddhist

Doctrines of Salvation, and Chapter VI with An Objective Comparison of
:Both Religions•
From a survey of the history of Christianity in Japan, the
following important thoughts and findings vrere observed:

Japan's first

contact with Christianity was in 1549 when Francis Xavier, a missionary
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of Spa<'lish Jesuits, arrived in Kagoshima, Japan.

Catholic Christianity

made rapid progress, but the growth was hindered by severe persecutions
under Shogunates who suspected Christianity of being a rebellious religion
against them.

Yet, Catholic missionaries kept spreading the gospel of

Christ among the Japanese, -v1hose efforts met 1>dth considerable success,
especially in Kyushu and the southern parts of the country.

It was

customary in feudal Japan for loyal retainers to adopt the religion
professed by their lords,

Since the followers of these men composed the

bulk of Japanese Christians, it is open to question how many of them
really understood the new religion of their adoption.

There even appears

to be a strong likelihood that the Japanese first regarded Christianity
as a new school of Buddhism.

The language barrier and the attendant

difficulty which the missionaries encountered in preaching their doctrines
no doubt caused much confusion.

Since there are some similarities

between Buddhism and Christianity, the distinctions could not have been
very clear.

It is certain that Buddhist leaders did not at first

recognize in Christianity a dangerous rival, because they adopted a
tolerant attitude towards it.
_______In""""-_1......,5a7, the propagation of Christianity was prohibited, and
foreign missionaries were ordered to leave Japan.
followed.

Real persecution

Under Ieyasu, the persecution gathered force, and Japan went

through an anti-foreign phase whioh culminated in the severance of
relations with foreign countries.

But by 1854, Commodore Perry had

concluded a treaty with the shogunate \vtlich opened Japan to foreign
intercourse and led to treaties ,Nith other nations.

Some of the drastic reforms of the Meiji Restoration concerned
religion~

From 1868 to the termination of hostilities in 1945, the

development of religious institutions'was so inextricably bound to
government policies that only an examination of those policies sufficed
to explain religious life in modern Japan.
was established in Yokohama in 1872.

The first Protestant church

Christianity, which at first was

forbidden by law, eventually succeeded in re-establishing itself
the help of diplomatic pressure.

Althou~1

~dth

it suffered occasional

periods of depression and popular disfavor, it gradually became a vital
factor in the religious life of the nation.
From a survey of histor.t of Buddhism in Japan, the follovring
important factors were found:

552 A.D.

Buddhism v1as officially introduced in

The influence of Buddhism on the spiritual and cultural life

of the court during the Na.ra period was tremendous.

Its impac·t on the

administration of the government was equally great.

But the very power

of early Buddhism proved its downfall.

The sects were literary and

scholastic and lacked the vitality essential for securing an extensive
following outside the ruling classes.

The two men who brought about the

transformation in Buddhism were Saicho and Kukai.

They included in their

teachings certain concepts which could be grasped even by uneducated
people.

In addition, they preached that salvation could be attained by

the lowest of men.

The most important factor in the rapid spread of

Buddhism among the lower classes was the merging of Shinto deities with
those of the Buddhist pantheon, which is called Ryobu (dual aspect)
Shinto.

Vital religious life for the twelfth century was not to be found

in any revival.

Somethi1~

new was required.

The first significant

development in the religious revival was the rapid spread of
J...mida

J~idaism.

or Shin Buddhism had a great popular appeal, because it offered

salvation on relatively easy terms.

The other schools of Buddhism

required spiritual enlightenment for salvation and demanded of their
followers rigid discipline and much personal effort,

~bereas

Amidaism

demanded of its .followers only one thing--absolute faith in the Buddha
Amida.

This new doctrine of salvation through the pov1er of another

quite naturally appealed to

t.~e

masses, -vmo did not have the leisure to

master the difficult practices of other sects.

The second major develop-

ment in the great spiritual a'va.kening '"as the introduction of Zen Buddhism.
It became the most influential religion in Japan.
more a philosophy than a religion.

Essentially, Zen was

The third and last significant

movement in this remarkable period of Japan's religious history was the
appearance of a

fie~J

reformer named Nichiren.

He believed that all the

sectarian interpretations of his day, including Amidaism and Zen, were
pel."Versions of Buddhism's true meaning.

After studying, he eventually

decided that true Buddhism was to be found only in the teachings of the
Lotus SUtra, and he therefore set about to reform Japanese Buddhism.

He

also began to denounce the teachings of the established sects as heresies
and even attacked the policies of the government.

During the course of

the centuries, Buddhism had been regarded by many as e.. foreign religion,
thus retarding its assimilating into the national life.

But, with the

great spiritual av.rakening of the Y..amak:u:ra period, Buddhism became truly
indigenous.

It is interesting to note that the seeds of each of these new

doctrines has been present until now.

The Japanese themselves eventually

mod:tf'ied Buddhism and adapted it to Japanese culture so successfully that
a_~

indigenous Buddhism evolved, which differs radically from the Buddhism

of both China and India.
In the comparison of both religions, the evangelical Christian
doctrine of salvation and that of

Bud~~ism

were discussed from the view

points of the concept of God, Man, Sin, and Salvation.

The important

findings which were found in an objective comparison are as follows:
1.

A summary of the comparison of the concept of God:
a. The Shin's concept of God is different from that of Christ-

ianity.

Amida is a saviour, but he has no historical evidence.

The

Christian God is a Heavenly Father, who was revealed in Jesus Christ, the
Saviour of the world.
b.

He existed in history, and is now living.

The Zen sect has no concept of God; Christianity has the

concept of God being a personal Spirit.
c. The Nichiren's concept of God is different from that of
Christianity.

There is no concept of incarnation in Nichiren; in

Christianity Christ Jesus is the incarnated Son of God, Who came to this
vrorld to save siru"'lers.
2.

A

a.

summary of the comparison of the concept of man:
~1e

Shin's concept of man is similar to that of Christianity

in the sense that all men are sinful.

But it is different from the

Christian hope of resurrect:i.on in that all men and other sentient beings
have an interminable existence.
b. The Zen's concept of man is similar to that of Christianity
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in the sense that man is the helpless, miserable victim of a host of
hostile forces.
c. The 1Uchiren' s concept of man is similar to that of
Christianity in the sense ·that man is an intermediate being, for he has
the tendency for both good and evil.

3. A SUlllli1ary of the comparison of the concept of sin:
a. The Shin's concept of sin which is based on man's consciousness is different from hlmt of Christianity.

In Christianity sin is not

the consciousness, but the actual transg-ression ag-ainst the la>·T of God.
b. The Zen's concept of sin iB different from that of Christianity.

Ignorance which is sin in Zen is not considered sin in

Christianity.
c. The Nichiren's concept of sin is verJ similar to that of
Christianity.

But Nichiren has no concept of original sin or rebellion

ag-ainst God's holy vlill, which Christianity emphasizes.
4• A

SUllh11ary

of the concepts of salvation:

a .. The Shin's meaning of salvation is different from that of
Christia.ni ty.

L"l Shin, man is identified with :Buddha himself through

enlightenment; in Christianity man can become only a child of God through
regeneration.

The Shin's method of salvation is very similar to that of

Christian! ty in the se:nse that man can be saved only by faith.
object of faith is entirely different from that of Christianity.
is neither a historical being nor is he the redeemer.

:But the
Amida

Christ Jesus died

on the cross, and redeemed from all sins by His precious blood.
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b.

The Zen's meaning of salvation is different from that of

Christianity.

In Zen, salvation means deliverance from

~~e

erroneous

belief or ignorance in objective individuality into the enlightened belief
that all things are one in Bus sin; in Christianity it is deli ve:ra.noe from
sin.

The Zen's method of salvation by meditation and self-discipline is

entirely diff'e:rent from that of <rnristianity which is obtai.."led only by
fa.i th in Jesus Christ.
of salvation is different from that of
Christianit.y.

In Nichiren, salvation means the attainment of the conviction

or the assurance of
sin.

Buddh~?s

spirit; in Christianity it is deliverance from

Nidhiren•s method of salvation by faith in the name of Eternal Shaka-

muni and

Boke~o

is entirely different from that of Christianity, Which

is obtained only by faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

As the result of this comparative study of the evangelical Christian
doctrine of salvation and t.ltat of the Japanese Buddhism, the wri tar has
arrived at these conclusions:
1.

The

Buddhist doctrines of salvation which teach

extention or absorption of self are inferior to the Christian teaching of
the perfection or fulfilment of self sanctified.
2.

Japanese Buddhism has no true salvation, because Buddha himself
he was; Christ Jesus is God-Man, the Son

of God, who died on the oroaa for sinners, rose ag-ain, went to Heaven,
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and is now making intercession for all who believe in Christ,from the
evangelical Christian point of view.

3.

Japanese Buddhism has influenced culture and life of the

people, but does not meat man's deeper desire for eternal happiness or
eternal life.
4•

A true understanding of the differences and similarities of

both religions is essential for pastors, laymen, and missionaries in order
to do effective evangelism in Japan.

5. A clear comparative presentation of the doctrines of salvation
of both religions is very helpful in solving the problem of misunderstanding and prejudices between Christians and Buddhists.
III.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

From this study have come three recommendations for further study:
( 1) Methods of evangelism used by Buddhism and Christian! ty in J apa.n;
(2) A comparative study of the assimilation of Buddhism and

Ohristia~ity

in

Japanese oultureJ {3) A study on how to spread the gospel more effectively
in Japan, where Buddhism has been completely assimilated by the people.
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APPENDIX

APPElilliX A
CASE STUDY--A CONVERT FROM EUDDHiffi1 TO CHRISTIANITY
REV. RY01J!\f

K.,~J<f:EGAI

There are many Christians to be found in Asia today.

A few

among them are men who once were Euddhist priests, and Who now are
witnesses for Jesus Christ.

RJ·oun Kamegai is one of them.

He was born in 1888, and is a direct descendant of one of the
greatest leaders of the True Pure Land (Shin) sect.

As a boy he looked

forward to continuing the unbroken tradition, and becoming a monk, and a
great
of

Bud~1ist

To~JO.

leader himself.

So he studied theology at the University

His studies included the reading of the Bible and of the lives

of great Christians, and he found himself attracted to the person of
Jesus.
But for some years after he had completed his studies he continued
to practice his Buddhist faith.

He worked first as a teacher in a

secondary school in his home to\m.

Then he inherited the work of his

father and became Abbot of the monastery for several years.

This was a

period When his mind was restless and his spirit troubled.

He struggled

to decide Whether to remain a Buddhist, or Whether to become a Christian.
Finally, when he was twenty-seven years old, he openly renounced Buddhism
and became a Christian.

That same

ye~r

member of the local Methodist church.

he was baptized and became a
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Kamegai spent a year

stu~ing ~~e

Bible in the Omi Christian

Brotherhood, and then went to Tokyo Union Seminary.

After his graduation

he courageously retnrned to his own to"m to ;vork as an evangelist.

Here

he became the pastor of an independent church to which he has given a
life-time of service.

This meant a great change in his life.

He had

been respected as being the heir of Rennyo Shonin, and a teacher in the
great

histo~ic monaste~r·

Men had knelt before him to do him honor, and

thought it 1-:onderful to see him.

liow he gave his life to the ;vork of a

Christian m;.nister a.11.d traveled widely in Japan, seeking to share1

,,;i th

Buddhists everywhere the true salvation he had found in Jesus Christ.
eyou...?J. Kamega:i. is well known as an author as well as a speaker.
He began a magazine called The Cross, Which has continued for many years.
He has written a number of books, including his biography, which he called
From Buddhism to Christianity.

It is from this material that the writer

quotes, letting him tell the way he was led to leave his former faith in
order to become a Christiano

He is now 73 years old, and still continues

his ministry at Toyama-ci ty, Toyamaken, Japa.l'l.

In 1959 his church

celebrated his fortieth year of evangelistic worko
oom,parative ·point of

viet~

His testimony gives a

'betvreen Buddhism and Christianity.

Follm·ring is

his tel'lt.i:'!lony.
"I was born and brought up in one of Japan's most famous
monasteries.

It is oalled the Shogwanji Temple, and is in the distriot of

Toyama, in the western part of Honshu Island, and not far from the shore
of the Sea of Japan.

This monastery is said to have been founded
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originally by a great Buddhist leader, Rennyo Shonin.

Re lived from

1415-99 and did much to revive the True Pure Land Sect of Shin Buddhism
in Japan.

I can trace my ancestry back to him through eighteen

generations.
"During my childhood my mother urged me to devote my life without
reserve to Buddhism.
~eligious

I also had the vain hope that I might be a great

figure, like those in the past, such as Rennyo Shonin, or Gotama

Buddha himself, giving all I had to serve my fellow men.
older I gradually carne to knov1 my true self.

My

But as I grew

foolishness and my

sinfulness came home to me, and I became very pessimistic, so much so that
I even wished I could put an end to my life.

Then when I thought about

the fact that it was Buddhists who were supposed to be able to give peace
of mind to people like me, I really began to doubt if it t-;as any use
trying to believe in religion at all.
also

enrolle~.

After I enteree

To~30

University, I

in a novices 1 school for the Buddhist priesthood.

.Uter my

graduation, I stayed on in the school for four years receiving religious
instruction.

But though I studied Buddhism for four years, I made no

progress in being able to believe in Amida Buddha and his work.
"I began to read the works of some of the great Christian saints
of earlier times.

The writings of men like John Bunyan, and Martin

Luther, and especially of the Apostle Paul attached me very much.
did the preaching of Gumpei Yamamuro the Salvation Army leader.
treasured every. word I heard him spea."k.

So also
I

\>/hen I think back there is no

doubt tha. t it was from this time that God' s grace began to work in my
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life.

As I read Bunya11's

PilB!~~·~

ProgTess I felt that every word was

full of meaning--it was as if I had come upon a long lost store of
treasure.
for me.

I felt that God had inspired Bunyan to write all this specially
I could not think of a Buddhist book Which gave instruction about

faith in God so clearly and in such detail, and I only wished there was
one.
"After this I was very downcast for a. while.
how it happened, Christ had truly captured
let go my belief in Amida Buddha.
Buddha?

my

mind.

Without my knowing
Yet I did not easily

Should I believe in Christ or

~~ida

Should I still believe in Amida Buddha., and think of Christ as

one of tha saviours of Buddhism, or even as Amida Buddha appearing on
earth in another form?

All these came to me.

Should I accept or reject?

All was confusion and vexation and I could not seem to come to a decision.
I even thought of rejecting both and starting up a new religion.
was not stro;.1g enough to do

t..~is.

But I

And besides, this kind of compromise,

trying to get the best of both, was not really faith.
choose between the two and do it quickly.

I thought--! must

I remained in this uncertain

state of mind for a long time, distressed and miserable.

In the following

spring, I was invited back to teach in my old secondary school at Toyama,
and so I returned to

my

"Not long after
of the monastery.
result

•~s

own district and my own school.
my

return home I was appointed to be the Abbot

This stirred up vrlthin me even greater faith.

that I finally decided to become a Christian.

Yet the

I made the

decision because I could not go on halting between two opinions--that was
not real faith.

But why, in this case, did I not hold to my

Bud~hist
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faith, instead of giving it up altogether, and come to rely only upon
Jesus Christ?

There was a deep, strong reason for this.

This is the

explanation.
lfll'he story of Amida :Buddha is a kind of legend or folk story, it
is not historical fact.

It contains profound teaching, and if a man

believes it, it can be of benefit to him.

But it will not do to act as

though we believe in it; we can call on the name of

~~ida

cUsouss the tea,ching L11. all its many parts.

have to recall that

:But

"Vl€1

this story is only something in the written record

~ich

Buddha, and

can be believed

as having actually happened.
"But the life of Jesus,

~o

died upon the cross to be the Saviour

of all men, is a plain fact according to the written record.

\.fuen we read

the words and actions of Jesus in the Bible, we know that they are true
to life.

vle

lr..now clearly that these words and actions are not just those

of a man, but of Christ, the Son of God.
confusion in the Bible.

I do not think there is any

I believe firmly that Jesus is Divine because

this can clearly be seen through His life and teaching as recorded in the
Biola.

As for me, I was completely taken hold of by Christ

~11.d

His love,

the love which is so great that it is beyond our power to describe it.
The more I knew of Christianity, the more deeply I grasped the true source
of life and strength.

And thus I also discovered for the first time a

true path by which I myself might live.
"So I came to see that what had. been dead had now come to life,
what had been useless now was full of meaning.

Truly, love, life and

strength, olear as the morning light, had oome in all their fullness into
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the >'rorld.

.As I made progress in my reading of the Bible, I gradually

came to understand more clearly the teaching of Christ.

Not only is it

not inferior to other religions, there is no other religion to compare
with it.

It became very clear to me that although the teaching of the

various sects of :Buddhism might be found within Christianity, it

~ms

itself far above them all.
"There is much ·!iha t is valuable in Buddhist teaching, and especially in ·the teaching that man may be saved through the grace of Amida
Buddha.

Great emphasis is put upon the worship of Amida Buddha.

the saviour above all.

Ivle."l are saved by his grace, and enter paradise

bs virtue of his merits alone.
by the grace of
b~eat

freedom.

Ah~ida

He is

Because of this emphasis upon salvation

Buddha, the priests of the True Land sect were given

Buddhism is like a lamp shining in the darkness.

It has

helped many people in previous times and is believed by people in Japan
tod~.

itself.

But it still is a way of describing the truth, it is not the truth
Moreover it is diffioul t for people of today, 1.,rho thought the

religions U."lscientific, and are influenced by modern education and nev1
ways of thought, to believe in the Buddhist legends which attempt to
desoribe the real truth of life.
believe.

We may make up our minds:

But it still is not easy to do this.

truly we will

For we cannot force

ourselves to believe; belief is something tl1at must come naturally.
may think:
about.

let us wait;

'11.'2-it

We

till we can believe what "m cannot be sure

But how long are \-fe to go on >vai ting?
n:sut the teaching of C:b..rist is not just one way of expressing the

real truth oi' lii'e.

It is clear and straightward.

It is that He himself
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is God's Son who died upon the cross for the sin of mankind.
to us and shared our life in our sorrow and suffering.

He came near

His salvation is

far greater and more reliable than all the millions of Buddhist saviour.
"Then again, because Jesus is God's Son from heaven, His teaching
is from Gocl Himself.

The light of IUs love is like the sun.

If Buddhism

is like a man-made light, then Christianity is like the sun.

Buddhism is

an earthly light:

Christianity is a heavenly light, eternally saving

mankind and giving life and strength beyond measure..
than arguments.

Facts are stronger

Day by day I was coming nearer to God, and experiencing

real joy in my life.
become a Christian.

It was this experience the,t finally decided me to
For a long time I had wanted. to dedicate myself, body

and soul; to find a work on which I could spend my whole life and
strength.

Nm<T for the first time I knew God.

I knew that He wanted me

to tell the good nevrs to others- and to spend my life in extending His
Kingdom.

So I made up ro;r mind.,

From novr on I would study the Bible, and

work out my faith in practical vmys.
cross with Jesus.

1 must push rapidly on, bearing the

Relying upon His precious blood to save my fellow-men

and myself, I must work with all the strel"l-e-;'th I have.
"I do not look dovm. on :Buddhism.

But the aims of Buddhist belief

are already completely achieved in Christianity.
there is no need of any other kind of light.

\>Jhen the sun has come out

The aims of mercy and

compassion of Gotama Buddha and of other great Buddhist teachers are fully
realized in Christianity.

Buddhist teachers and worshippers also aim at

faitht at saving sL"lful men.

Bu·t these aims are simply and completely
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achieved by trusting in the cross.
religions.

Chx·ist did not come to destroy other

He oame to complete \vha:li they seek to do

"Iv1oreover, Jesus did not come to our world for the sake of perfect
and sinless people.
(~~tthew

He oame to save imperfect sinful people like me

9:12t 13; Luke 15:7; I John 4:10,

11)~

nx,ry dear brothera and sisters, I write this testimony to you in
the hope that you '!trill not lose yourselves in an empty tangle of teaching,
all to no profit.
life and strength.

:Hake up your mind to become a Christian and to get new
Spend your life in a true and worthwhile 'ltmy, in

extending God's Kingdom, and taking His salvation out to all the people of
the world. n

1

Ryoun Kamega.i, ~Buddhism to Christianity, (Tokyo:
1961), PP• 20-23.
1

Fukuinkan,
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TABLE OF CHIEF EVENTS

552. Buddhism was officially introduced into Japan.
584.

First Buddhist Temples built.

604.

Shotoku Taishi enacted his new Constitution.

607.

Horyuji Temple built.

698.

A Shrine-Temple constructed at Ise; beginnings of active ShintoBuddhist s.yncretism.

710.

Capital established at Nara; beginning of Nara Period.

712.

Koji,ki published.

720.

Nihon-Shoki published.

745·

Gyogi, the unorthodox Buddhist, promoted to position of Buddhist
11 Arehbishv~· 1

to forward popularization of Buddhism.

752.

Construction of the Daibutsu at the Todaiji Temple in Nara.

798.

Capital moved to KYoto; beginning of the Heian Period.

805.

Saieho returned from China and founded Tendai seat.

806.

Kukai returned from China and established Shingon sect.

927.

Engishiki (the collection of Norito) published.

1117.

Ryonin preached Yazu-nembutsu.

1156.

Beginning of the Ka.makura Age; the old aristocracy replaced by the
new

~mrrior

class.

1175·

Hone founded Jodo-shu.

1191.

Eisai returned from China and introduced the Rinzai school of Zen
:Buddhism.
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1224.

Shinran established Jodo Shinshu.

1227.

Dogan oame back from China, and founded the Soto school of Zen
Buddhism.

1253.

Nich.iren founded Niohiren Buddhism.

1276.

Ippen preached Odori-nembutsu (the Amida faith put to dancing).

1318.

Literature published in defence of Ryobu Shinto; in those days
the Honji suijaku. theory \..ras systematized.•

1320.

Watari established Ise Shinto--a purist reaction against
syncretistic forms.

1487•

Several Nembutsu believers' revolts occurred.

The peasant groups

were largely adherents of Pure LBnd Sects.

1549• Arrival of St. Francis Xavier at Ke,goshirna.
1 569.

Nobu..."'l.aga, as part of anti-Buddl1i st

moves~

permits preaching of

Christieidty in the capital.

1571.

Nob1maga destroyed the Tendai stronghold on Ht. Hiei.

1581.

First Christian seminary established.

1587.

IIideyoshi issued the order for the exile of Christian missionaries.

1596.

The tventy... six martyrs of J:Tagasaki,.

1598.

Persecution of Christians tempore.rily subsides vii th death of
Hideyoshi.

1600.

Beginning of the Tokugawa

1612.

Ieya.su Tokugawa prohibited Ch...ristian propaga...11.da.

1614.

Christian missionaries and more than 400 Japanese Christians

Shoh~ate.

exiled.

1615.

Regulations enacted for all Buddhist sects.
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1617..

Intensification of search for Ch.ristian believers.

1637.

Revolts of Christians in Shimabara and .A.makusa.

1638.

The aot of national isolation issued.

1771.

l:Torinaga £1otoori -vr:r:ote on Shinto beginxlings.

From that time the

Shinto Revival Hovemen t gained L'"l str<mgth.
1814.

}1unetada Kurozumi founded Kurozu."'llikyo.

1838.

Miki :N"a.."l«l.ya..m.a founded Tenrikyo.

1853.

Commodore Perl......f (TJ .s.A.) demanded opening of the country.

1858.

F-.t:·eedom of religion for foreigners L'"l Japan authorized by treaty.

1859· First Protestant missionaries came to Japan.
lnL'"ljO Ka~~tc founded Konkokyo.

1861.

Bishop Nicolai of the Orthodox Church ca..me to Japan.

1863.

Ro~~

1868.

The overthro~r of -/:;he Shogunate and return of Imperial rule.

Catholic missionaries re-entered.

Beginning of the Neiji Period.
sr~ines

h'uddhism separated from Shinto;

purified of Buddhist traits.

1872.

Firsrt PJ."'Otestant Church established in Yokohama.

1873·

tfotice boards prohibiting the propagation of Christianity removed.

1875·

R1tes of Shrine Shinto regulated.

1884.

Attempt to establish a governn1ent-direoted syncretism of Buddhism

and Shinto--;,rith Shinto dominant-...given up.
1889.

The new western-style Constitution promulgated,

givi1~

for religious freedom.
1890.

The Imperial Rescript on Education.

'1900.

S..hrine Shinto separated from Bureau of Religions.

guarantees
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1912.

Death of the EmpeJ::or Heiji.

1913,

of the Bureau of Religions to the Jliinist:r>J of Education.

1920..

Esta1alish.-·nent of the 1-lei,ji Shrine.

1940.

Regimerrta:l:iion of Religious Bodies m1der the Religious Organization

La'·!.

·1945o

Shinto removed, from government patronf:l.ge and control by the
Occupation.

1951. Religious Juridictional Personal

La'"'

i>J"hich 1etermines -vihat

constiii'xtes a Religious Body, promulgated.

1959.

Centenary of Protestant I1issionary activity celebrated.
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TABLE OF CHRISTIAN .AND :BUDDHIST MEM:BERSHIP

Japanese population:

95,000,000

1958

BUDDHISM

CHRISTIAlU'l'Y
1.

40 PROTESTANT BODIES 348,000

1•

SHUI BUDDHISM 22,000,000

2.

THE JAPAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

2.

liTCHIREN BUDDHISM

241 9 000

3·

ZEN BUDDHISM

4•

OTHERS

(ROMAN)

3.

EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCH

12,000,000

9 9 328,000

13,672,000

34,000
4•

OTHERS 70,000

TOTAL CHRISTIAN MEMBERSHIP

693,000--0.7%

TOTAL BUDDHIST MEMBERSHIP

57,000,000--6o%

1c. w. Iglehart, Protestant Christianity ~ Japan, (Rutland:
Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1960), P• 337•

APPENDIX 1).

WORD LIST
Amitabha (Japanese:

Amida.)--The Buddha of Infinite Light; the Lord of the

Pure Land; the object of worship and devotion of the Pure Land
(Jodo) sects.
Dusshin--Designates the Ultimate Buddha reality.
Hina-;yana--'l'he na.me used by the l1aha-yanists to distinguish their own
school from the southern tradition, which they felt to be the
"small or lesser vehiclett of salvation.

The only surviving form

of IIina-yar.I.B. teaching is the Theravada school, as seen in Ceylon,
Bu.::r:m.a, Thailand, and Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
~okkekyo--The

Lotus Sutra, Saddharma-pundarika Sutra; especially revered

by the Tendai and Nichiren sects.
Hotoke--The Buddha; sometimes used for the historic Gautama Saka.muni, but
more often for the goal of all to become a Buddha.
~--The

legendar,y monk Who made the forty-eight vows and

f~~ally

became Amida..
Jiriki--Self power; the path to salvation (enlightenment) through one's
own power, as opposed to tariki, salvation through the power of
another, who is Amida in the Pure Land Sects.
Jodo--The Pure Land; the Paradise in the west, where Amida. dwells in his
Bliss Body.
Karma (Japanese:

Innen)--The law of interacting cause and effect; in

Hinayana. is linked with samsara (birth and death); in ethics,

is the law of Ethical Causation, determining character and
destiny.
Jihi) Compassion--one of the two pillars of ~~-yana

Karuna--(Japanese:
Buddhism.

Kukai--(Kobo Daishi)--The founder of the Shingon sect and an important
character in Japanese religious history; founded monastery on
Koya.

!~It.

Kwannon (or Kaxulon)--Next to Dainichi and Amida, the most rev~red of the
BoillLisattvas; supposed to be the spiritual son of Amida; represented in China and Japan as female, and commonly described as
nthe
!,~ana--The

sa of mercy. 11
great Yehicle of northern Buddhism (i.e .. Buddhism in Tibet,

Mongolia, China ru1d Japan)s embraces the Sanskrit and Chinese
canon of sutras.
Mandara.--A

~bolic

picture of almost magical power, used in esoteric

Buddhism (especially in Shingon).

The Nichiren Mandara is an

object of worship, containing the names of all Who partake of
tathata (i.e. ultimate Buddha-hood).
Namu. r.a.yoho

re~

;tcyo--nHonor to the glorious Lotus Sutra"--the invocation

introduced by Nichiren in his exclusive dependence on that sutra.
Nembutsu--"Ponder on the Buddha"--a name given to the invocation "Namu
Amida Butau," which, in Jodo-shu, is the means of entering the

Pure Land of Amida, and Which, in Jodo Shinshu, is a. symbol of
thankfulness to Amida..

Esoterically, it is used as a means to
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attain ro;vstical unity with Amtda.

The invocation means "Honor to

the Buddha of infinite Light. tt
Nirvana--The supreme goal of endeavor--the point at which all the
possibilities within the

BuddP~

natttre are fully realized and

acttmli zed •.
Pra.jana--(JapaneSEH

Chie)--Transcendental l'lisdom 9 which is gained in

enlightemnent; one of the pillars of Maha-yana Buddhism.
Saioho (or Dengyo Daishi)-...The founder of the Japanese Tendai School.
Sa.Y...amuni (Japanese:

Sha..lcs.) --The historical Bv.dd.ha of India..

The

idealization 'lfrithin Ha.ha-yana Buddhism tends to pu·t a.si(le the
historical and stress Saka.muni's significance as the pirmarAkaya.
IUrmanaka:z:a: (Japcr..ese.•

Ojin)--The body of accomoda.tion• \vhereby the

Buddha car1 take on an historical or phenomenal form; one of
Buddhism's trinity of modes.
Satori--The enlightenment experience, which is central to Buddh.ist
soteriolog.y.
Shotoku Ta.ishi--Regarded as the founder and establisher of Buddhism in
Japan; acted as regent from 593 until his death in 621; erected
the temple of Horyuji, Japan's oldest BUrViving temple.
OTHER JAPANESE TERMS

Bushido--"The Ws:y of the warrier"--used to describe the particular ethical
behaviour of the Samurai class.
nore widespread.

Its influence, however, was much

Its roots were in Confucianism e.nd Zen.
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Daim;yo--Literally "great na.ma"--the title given to the Feudal Lords who
had local autonomy during the period of the Shogunate.
Giri--"obligation" which arises from relationships and the receiving of

BR from others, necessitating an

ongaeshi~-a

reciprocal retun1

suitable for the ~ (favor) received.
Samu.rai--'1v,Tarrior"--attaohed to a Da.imyo, for whom he was expected to
demonstrate loyalty to the death.
entitled to

o:u•J::~".f

Only the warrior class were

Sl'fords during the Tokugawa Perioo.•
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